
  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

                                                                                                             

                                                                                                         

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary Definition 
artist a person who creates paintings or 

drawings. 

designers a person who plans the look of 
something before it being made, by 

preparing drawings or plans 

materials what an artist and designer uses to 

create their work 

sculptures a piece of 3d artwork 

product something that is made after the 

design process 

3D the length, height and width of a 

model 

evaluate to think about how effective the 

product is after it has been made 

texture  the feel and appearance of a material 

tone light and dark shades  

manipulate to control materials skilfully  

construct to build or make something  

techniques a skilful or efficient way of doing 
something 

form the visible shape of something 

sketch to make a rough drawing of something 

join to link or connect something 

Artists use different materials to design 

and make products. Some artists use 

pencils to create different lines and tones. 

Sketching is used to make a rough drawing 

of something and it records the ideas of the 

artist.  

Some artists use colour and pattern in their 

work. Different textures can be seen 

through a variety of materials.  When 

painting colours can be mixed to create 

different tones. 

Art can also be 3 dimensional which is a 

solid figure. Sculptures are 3D. 

 

 

To make the product, designers need 
to cut, shape, join and finish the 

materials. They select and use 
appropriate materials for their 

design. 
 

Designers evaluate and reflect on 

the success of their work and 

consider changes for future designs. 

Designers draw their ideas before they make 

it. They think about the design criteria 

needed to make an effective product. 

Designers choose the right materials they 

need. They practise different ways of using 

the materials.  

They make their products carefully checking 

against the design criteria and make changes 

when needed. 

 

 

Focus spellings: 

improve 
again 

because 
hold 
every 
move 
would 
should 
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